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Politicians rejecting expert advice
• ‘Yes Minister’
• 5th Republic des énarques
• BUT then
• Rejection of experts- Michael Gove Brexit campaign: 
• «I think the people in this country have had enough of 

experts from organisations with acronyms saying that 
they know what is best and getting it consistently 
wrong.”
• ‘Abolition’ of ENA
• Attacks on ‘technocracy’



• Queen’s question – LSE economists- on the financial
crisis- «How come nobody could foresee it?”
• Concerns about division of roles between politicians

and experts- eg Covid
• Power of key advisers- Dominic Cummings
• Role of think tanks 
• Entry to civil service of senior officials from  outside



Yet greater reliance on experts
• Covid crisis- key decisions delegated to scientific

experts
• Technical complexity of policy making- from energy to 

health
• Multi-level nature of policy making- eg national, 

European, international
• Rise of specialised bodies- eg ICBs, IRAs
• Development of regulation
• Use of academics and outside experts to make policy 

proposals- eg financial regulation



Analysis- 2 dimensions
• Politicisation- extent to which advisors are chosen

because of their political affiliation
• Organisational distance- extent to which advisors are 

in the same organisational structure as elected
politicians



4 categories
Low 
politicisation

High 
politicisation

Organisationally 
close to politicians

Traditional 
civil service  
model

Party political 
appointees

Organisationally far 
from politicians

Independent 
bodies- eg 
regulators

Partisan 
outsiders- eg 
think tanks



Traditional civil service  model

• Dominant model in UK growing from 1854 Northcote-
Trevelyan Report
• Low politicisation but organisationally close- part of same

ministry headed by Minister
• Long-term view and high expertise in how government 

machine operates
• But often developed own norms and views- challenged

when consensus weakens and more ‘radical’ governments 
elected
• Issues of recruitment and type of expertise
• How to link to changes in society and knowledge outside



Party political appointees
• ‘Spoils system’ – top officials in US
• Personal and political loyality to Minister/govt- so enjoy

confidence
• Can drive change and challenge norms and assumptions
• Outside experience
• BUT
• May lack knowledge of how government and policy 

actually work
• Difficulty and discincentives to give ministers ‘bad news’
• Sometimes short term



Partisan outside organisations
• Eg use of Think Tanks- were feature of 1980s New Right

in US and UK, but then some spread elsewhere and to 
Left 
• Can be knowledgeable and draw on expertise
• Distance allows ideas to be aired and tried out
• BUT
• Impractical suggestions
• Funding
• Problems of implementation by permanent state 

machinery



Independent bodies

• Rise of ‘regulatory state’, esp in Europe- eg 
independent regulatory agencies and competition
authorities, EU agencies, ICBs health committees
• Offer advice as well as taking decisions
• Often long-term view and much technical expertise
• BUT
• Getting attention of Ministers
• Lack political experience and sensitivity



Conclusions
• While clear move away from trad civil service advice, 

not always more politicisation- rise of organisations
outside ministries
• Trade offs between political loyalty v independent 

advice; knowing govt machine v distance
• Use of hybrids- eg Ministerial cabinets and choice of 

certain civil servants eg France; entry from outside
organisations to senior civil service posts; temporary
positions from partisan organisations; choice of civil
servants on policy grounds not political affiliation
• No perfect system


